Providing all you need to know when drafting statements of case in civil law, *Bullen & Leake & Jacob’s Precedents of Pleadings* offers a wealth of authoritative, structured precedents of statements of case and guiding commentary.

**FEATURES:**
- Precedents – contemporary templates provided for preparation of statements of case which cover common and not-so-common causes of action and defence that arise in practice to adapt to the facts of your current case
- A subject overview is provided at the start of each section which lists important cases and cites relevant legislation
- The guiding commentary provides specific guidance to individual precedents and serves as a best practice guide for presentation of trial materials in keeping with case management under the CPR where statements of case concisely identify the issues at stake
- Coverage of all areas of practice and includes both mainstream (banking, personal injury, property) and specialist areas of practice (aviation, sports law)
- Covers both claims and defences
- Each category has been compiled by a respective expert from a team comprising top chambers, including silks
- Includes cross-references to the White Book

**NEW TO THE 18TH EDITION**
- A brand new section on ‘Arbitration’
- A revised banking and financial services section fully up-to-date with the modern law of banking post-2008
- Updated commentary with recent case law and new and revised precedents
- Legislation updates

**NEW AND REVISED PRECEDENTS INCLUDING:**
- Banking (Bonds)
- Business (Credit, Finance & Leasing)
- Business (Surety)
- Libel & Slander
- Immigration
- Personal Injury
- Professional Negligence
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